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CharisCharis

Asher Norrell is my dream man - hot, brilliant, and charming, every big, strapping inch of him. Too bad he thinks of

me as a platonic buddy.

I mean, I get it. I'm no femme fatale. Nope, I'm the tomboy who shoots hoops with the guys, not the love bunny who

sits on their laps.

But, oh, well. I guess it's all for the best. Because I just got engaged. Even if the marriage won't be quite...the usual

kind.

I just wonder if Asher will be pissed when he finds out who my fiance is.

AsherAsher

On the surface things are perfect. I'm sailing through college, I'm already successful in my field, I've got a beautiful

girlfriend, and life is sweet.
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To top it off, I have the best f*cking friend in the world in Charis Sloane, doctoral student, gamer, and honorary

family member from way back. Sure, she's a geek, but so am I under all these muscles.

She and I connect via brainwaves. I don't need my bestie to be a girly-girl; I already have one of those to warm my bed.

The important thing is, I have Charis's back and she has mine.

Good thing, too, because below the surface? My life isn't nearly as awesome as it looks.

Then Charis tells me she's getting married to...to...

Pissed? PISSED? Right, try livid.

Now I have to stop her, or we'll miss our last chance to make right what should have happened long ago.

Us.Us.

A standalone college friends-to-lovers romance. No cheating. No cliffhanger. Yes HEA. Yes steamy.

This story is for those who want to see a cocky alpha fall hard for his geeky best friend...to watch him go from
immune to desperate. It is a romantic comedy, over-the-top, and larger than life.
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